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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
The Saint Anthony Falls (SAF) stilling basin is widely used as 
an energy dissipater fpr dam releases as well as storm drain outlets. 
An unprotected channel downstream of a SAF basin may erode. Recent 
emphasis on sedimentation has encouraged the author to seek information 
on erosion protection below SAF basins. The model study presented 
herein is a result of that interest. 
The SAF Basin 
SAF stilling basins have been used since the late 1940 1s for the 
dissipation of energy found in the high velocity flow exiting from dam 
chutes or other conveyance structures (3, 6, 11, 14, 21, 22). They 
cause a hydraulic jump and associated turbulence to occur at a controlled 
location. The SAF design .has been extensively tested and is effective 
for flow velocities of 2.8 through 70 fps (although cavitation may 
damage the structure at velocities above 65 fps). Entrance flow depths 
of up to 6 feet .have been tested (6, 10, 21, 25). The design has been 
used for prototype flow volumes ranging from 110 cfs (as the dissipater 
for a storm drain outlet) to 24,000 cfs (as a dam outlet structure) 
although neither of these figures represent absolute limits (14, 21). 
Top and centerline sections of a SAF basin may be seen in Figure 1. 
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SOURCE: Blaisdell, F. vJ. The SAF Stilling Basin. Washington, D. C.: 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Handbook No. 156, 
1956. 
Figure 1. Proportions of the SAF Stilling Basin 
Design formulas used by the Soil Conservation Service are found in 
Figure 2. The Corps of Engineers has modified the third equation from 
Figure 2 to compensate for Froude number differences. This is shown 
in Figure 3. 
Erosion Below Hydraulic Jump Type 
Energy Dissipaters 
Concern about erosion below SAF basins is twofold. First, 
3 
unremedied erosional processes may eventually cause structural failure. 
i 
Second, a great deal of emphasis has recently been placed on the main-
tenance of high water quality standards. Erosion and subsequent 
sedimentation receive more social, political, and legal attention now 
than they did several decades ago. Accordingly, there is increasing 
economic support for soil protection below new and existing structures. 
Pictures of existing SAF basins show downstream scour holes (25). 
Apparently, some basins have been constructed without any outlet channel 
protection, although riprap installation along the wingwalls is a 
common practice. Field experience and model studies show this to be a 
region of relatively high erosion (21). Figure 4 shows erosion which 
occurred in a model study. Note the scour around the wingwalls. The 
downstream channel was composed of sand. 
Large scale turbulence associated with the hydraulic jump causes 
severe pressure pulses inside the basin. The magnitude of the pulses 
has been measured to be about 1.5 times the entering velocity head 
above or below the static pressure head (26). Bowers and Tsai (7) cited 
pressure fluctuations on the order of! 40 percent of the incoming 
velocity head and indicated that similar pulses must exist downstream. 
ttJ F, .d_ ftJ 111 • -f- f-1~ ~J 
gd, 
J I F"·*' 4.5d, {J d1 z /.4d1 (4) L• • p.,. 
(5) ,., 41,/3 (6) c""' 0.07 d, 
81 - width tJI sli/ling bosin ol upslt•om ~nd, i'n tnt obot~tl slilling .bosln floor, in 16•1 
/!I - widlh Dl stilling bo~in of floor blocAs, in ,,.·, D" - sid~ wDII di.-etg•nc~, 0" Jongiludl"na/ ID I ltOnlt'#l~· 
s., - .,idlh of stilling bosin 111 down·s~1•om •nd, ,.., /~111 
c - ht:ighl of t:nd sill, in lt:t!l 
d1 - depth of llow ol en/ronc6 lo sl/llt"'ng bcuin, in l~t•l 
lor lh11· hyd1oulic ju'!'p, in lt1#/ 
d;- •ol•r surloc11 4.'//~,o/ion /n do.,n5!1nun charm•! 
F - Ill~ FtDUdt! fi<Jmb~r 
9 - occrl~rolion du~ lo grovily, in le~l per second p~r second 
L• - J•nglh of s,.llin9 basin, in 1••1 
1 - ht~l'ghl of stilling b11sln .sid• wolls olottt' mo.v"mum 
loilwot•r lllt~ll/1 in /11~1 
4 
SOURCE: Bliasdell, F. W. 
U. S. Departhlent 
156, 1959. 
The SAF Stilling Basin. vJashington, D. C.: 
of Agriculture, Agricultural Handbook No. 
Figure 2. Design Formulas and Symbol Definition for SAF Stilling 
Basins Used by the Soil Conservation Service 
r = v~ (1) ga, 
d,=i(-I+.J'sr+l) (2) 
r =3 TO 30 d~=(I.IO-r/120) dz (3o) 
r :30TOI20 di=08Sd, (3b) 
r = 120 10 300 diz (1.00-f/600) d, (3<) 
.. ~d. (4) 
L.= -;.on 
2 = ~ (s) 
c. = 0.07 d, (6) 
SOURCE: Grace, John L. and Glenn 
A. Pickering. Evaluation 
of Three Energy Dissipators 
for Storm Drain Outlets. 
Vicksburg, Mississippi: 
U.S. Army Engineers Hater-
ways Experiment Station, 
Research Report H-71-1, 
April 1971. 
Figure 3. Modified Formulas for SAF 
Stilling Basins Used by 
the Corps of Engineers 
5 
Figure 4. Erosion Around the Wingwalls of a SAF Basin 
6 
Campbell (14) stated that vertical pulses affect the stability of rip-
rap on the channel floor. 
Side rollers are also present in the flow leaving the basin. They 
are only partially suppressed by the use of wing walls (26). Particles 
dislodged by wave action are often transported laterally by the side 
rollers, resulting in semicircular erosion patterns on each channel 
bank (9). 
Equation 1 is commonly used to predict sequent depth after a 
hydraulic jump (8). 
where, 
01 I 02 = :2 (-1 + /a(Fl) 2 + 1) 
02 = Sequent depth (ft). 
01 = Entrance depth (ft). 
Fl = Entrance Froude number Vl 
lg ( 01 ) 
Vl = Entrance velocity (ft/s). 
g = Acceleration of gravity (ft/s2). 
(1) 
Actual sequent depth is usually 10 to 15 percent less than the theoreti-
cal value. This however, does not help one to know how high the waves 
will be on the channel bank. No means of predicting wave height below 
SAF basins has been found although research has been performed with 
other basin types (1). 
Methods of Channel Protection 
When SAF basins are used with storm drains or other intermittent 
flow systems (11, 14, 25), it might be assumed that turf would provide 
suitable channel protection. However, vegetal linings are effective 
only at relatively low flow velocities and require regular maintenance. 
Asphaltic or concrete paving of a section of downstream channel is 
costly and may also require extensive maintenance. Undissipated pore 
water pressures beneath the sealed surface can cause fracturing of the 
surface (4). The ensuing discontinuity results in flow concentration 
and subsequent undercutting and channel lining failure. 
A third soil conservation method is the emplacement of prefabri-
7 
cated blocks of various types. Although effective, this is an expensive 
a lterna ti ve. 
Another means of erosion protection is the use of stone large enough 
I 
to remain immobile despite the forces exerted on it by flowing water. 
Rock is gener~lly available as an economical alternative to the pre-
viously mentioned methods. The use of rock riprap is thus suitable as a 
channel lining for both intermittent and continuous flow conditions 
(14, 20, 21, 25). 
Methods of Determining the Stable Size of 
Riprap Below Hydraulic Jump Type 
Energy Dissipaters 
Different equations have been developed to determine appropriate 
riprap size below stilling basins. Several of these are based on the 
Airy Law, which states that the weight of a rock necessary to retain 
immobility in a flow of water varies as the sixth power of the impingir~g 
velocity (2, 15, 23). Isbash developed coefficients to be used with the 
Airy Law in situations of essentially no boundary layer (16). This 
equation is shown be 1 o·w. 
(2) 
where, Vb = The velocity of water at the rock ~ the average water 
velocity (ft/s). 
CI = The Isbash coefficient. 
yg = Acceleration of gravity (ft/s2). 
Ys = Specific weight of stone (lb/ft3). 
y = Specific weight of water (lb/ft3). 
w 
w = The weight of the stone (lb). 
8 
Equation 2 may be rewritten by substitution of D for (6w/Tiys) 113 where 
D is the diameter of the stone in feet. The coefficients are 0.86 when 
erosion is by sliding or 1.20 when movement results from rolling or 
overturning. Tests at the Bonneville Hydraulic Laboratory have con-
firmed these coefficients and Airy•s Law (27). Tests at the U.S. Army 
Engineers Waterways Experiment Station indicated that the average 
velocity over the end sill and the C value of 0.86 should be used to 
determine riprap size below stilling basins (23). The lower coefficient 
value is selected because of the extreme turbulence in that flow regime. 
The Bureau of Reclamation has a design curve for rock of 165 lb/ft3 
unit weight. It is very similar to the Isbash curve for a coefficient 
of 0.86 (20). This curve allows determination of the minimum size of 
I 
rock necessary to withstand a specific bottom velocity.· Initial work 
by Berry (5) and Mavis and Laushey (18) was combined with lab tests 
and field observations in preparing the curve. Berry•s equation is 
used for rock of 165 lb/ft3 unit weight. Conversion to units compatible 
with the rest of the text yields: 
where, 
vb = 2.57 (0.0833D) 112 (3) 
Vb = Bottom velocity in the channel (ft/s) and is usually 
estimated to be the same as the average flow velocity. 
D = Rock diameter (ft). 
Similarly Mavis and Laushey•s equation is: 
where, 
Vb: (l/2) (0.003280) 1/ 2 (SG-1) 112 
SG = The specific gravity. 
(4) 
A slightly more conservative version of Mavis and Laushey•s equation 
9 
has recently been prepared for international use (17). After conversion 
to units consistent with those of this report, the formula is: 
Vb = (1/2) (0.00328(040)) 4/ 9 (SG-l)l/2 (5) 
where 040 is the diameter of rock in feet of which 40 percent of the 
material is smaller and Vb is estimated to be the average velocity 
over the end sill (See Figure 5). 
The preceding methods for selecting rock size apply mainly for 
riprap that is dumped without tamping. They do not reflect the effect 
of particle interlocking on size requirement. 
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Figure 5. Graph to Determine the 040 to Be Used Below 
Hydraulic Jump Type Energy Dissipators 
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CHAPTER II 
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM AND APPROACH 
Problem and Objectives 
SAF basins are used internationally. Engineers have not known if 
the design equations shown in the Literature Review are applicable for 
SAF structures, especially since SAF basins are now being built larger 
and wider than ever before. There has been an associated question 
which also needed to be answered: 11 Might smaller rock be used if the 
desired rock size calculated by formula is locally unobtainable? 11 
Accordingly, there were two main objectives to this study: 
l) determine the relative applicability of state of the art 
techniques for calculating rock size suitable for use below 
SAF basins, 
2) determine whether smaller rock may be used. 
Research Approach 
SAF basins were analyzed by the laws of similitude (See subsequent 
section entitled Pre-Test. Similitude). It was shown that at minimum 
acceptable tailwater (D2P0), all basins of a particular design entrance 
Froude number (Fl 0) could be modeled two-dimensionally by a single 
model of the same Fl 0. (The .0 subscript denotes design as opposed to 
calculated values.) Most SAF structures are designed for Fl 0 values of 
2 to 8.4 (See Figure 58 in Appendix A). Making the reasonable assumption 
11 
12 
that downstream erosion increases as Fl 0 increases, it was decided 
that basins of Fl 0 = 4 and Fl 0 = 8 should be tested. The effect of 
width was to be studied by using two widths for each Fl 0. These widths 
were 9.75 x 01 0 and 24.75 x 01 0, narrow and wide, respectively. 01 0 
was .0299 meter (.098 ft). Three rock sizes were to be tested, ranging 
from a small size near the lower limit of modeling dependability (See 
section entitled Applicability of Results) to a large size near that 
considered desirable by a state of the art technique. After each test 
the scour was to be recorded and subsequently analyzed. Froude modeling 
criteria could then be used to apply the results of the study to proto-
types. There is an upper limit on the size of prototype to which the 
results should be applied. Since error is magnified when scaling up~ 
the upper limit is determined primarily by the degree of error which is 
acceptable in a particular situation. 
Pre-Testing Similitude 
Analysis of Flow Through a SAF Stilling Basin 
11 0esign flow 11 was used to designate the conditions of design depth 
and velocity entering the basin (01 0, Vl 0) and the minimum tailwater 
described in Figures 1 and 2. Water will be the fluid in both model and 
prototype. In a subsequent section entitled Applicability of Results, 
it is shown that the viscosity, density, compressibility and surface 
tension of water flowing through a SAF basin need not be considered 
when analyzing flow through the basin. Hence, Froude modeling criteria 
are applicable and only the following variables need to considered when 
modeling flow through the basin: 
(6) 
13 
where w0 is the basin width and the other new terms, except for gravity, 
are shown in Figure 6. 
Use of the Buckingham rr theorem with length and time as basic units 
and 01 0 and g as repeating variables results in rr terms 1-6. 
rrl = Ls0;o1 0 rr2 = c0;o1 0 {7,8) 
rr3 = 02P0;o1 0 rr4 = v1 0;v'gD1 0 {9,10) 
rr5A = V3/ lgDl D {11,12) 
Pil, PI2, and PI3, etc. are used in the Figures and Tables and are 
equivalent to rrl, rr2, rr3, etc. If 03 is used instead of V3: 
rr5B = 03/01 0 {13) 
LB0, c0, and D2P0 are functions of the design entrance Froude 
number {Fl 0 or rr4). In Table I we see that rrl, rr2, and rr3 are constants 
for any particular rr4, regardless of how 01.0 and Vl 0 are varied. In 
other words, SAF basins designed for the same Froude number are geomet-
rically similar as long as their w0;o1 0 ratios {n6) are similar. At 
the minimum acceptable tailwater depth {D2P0) dynamic similarity is 
also maintained. Figure 7 shows the range of 01 0, Vl 0, and Fl 0 for 
which SAF basins may be designed. It appeared that testing of basins 
of Fl 0 values of 4 and 8 would encompass most of the combinations of 
Vl and Dl for which basins might be designed. Correspondence with the 
Soil Conservation Service confirmed this {See Appendix A). 
If f{G) represents unknown functions of nl, n2, rr3, rr4, and rr6, 
it is seen that 
rr5A = f{G) 
V3 = v'gDl D x f{G) 
n5B = f{G) 
{ 14) 
{ 15) 
{ 16) 
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Figure 7. Range of Entrance Froude Numbers (Fl 0) for Which SAF Stilling Basins May Be Designed 
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17 
03 = 01 0 x f(G) (17) 
Anlaysis of Scour in the "Equilibrium" Scour 
.Hole Below SAF Stilling Basins 
Scour holes are near an "equilibrium" condition when little or no 
subsequent degradation occurs with time at a particular flow rate (24, 
28). Under equilibrium conditions the boundary material of the scour 
hole is no longer susceptible to the turbulence associated with the 
structure (13, 24). Also, lift forces are not comparable in magnitude 
with drag forces (28), just as is true for uniform flow conditions (29). 
Since, within limits, the thickness of the end sill has little effect 
on flow patterns (19), this parameter was not considered. It was 
assumed that the downstream channel would be the same at the beginning 
of all tests. Thus the following variables were initially used to 
describe the scour hole. (The # symbol refers to the position numbers 
seen in Figure 8.) 
where, 
y , g, 03, V3, o2P0, Tcso' LS#, c0, w0 ( 18) 
y = {ys - yw}, the submerged particle specific weight 
(lb/ft3). 
Ys =Unit weight of the rock material (lb/ft3). 
Yw = Unit weight of water (lb/ft3. 
TCSO = The critical shear stress required to remove a particle 
of diameter 050 (lb/ft2). 
050 = Diameter of rock which is greater than 50% of the rocks 
in a population (ft). 
LS# = Length to a particular position number {#) in the scour 
hole. 
4 5 Posit ion # 
--Initial Channel Bottom 
----For P14 0 = 4.0 
-- For P14o= 8.0 
Figure 8. Location of Significant Positions Shown on a Sideview of the 
Downstream Scour Beds Which Occur Below Basins of PI40 = 4 and PI40 = 8 
When mass, length, and time are the basic units andy, g, and 03 
are repeating variables, the Buckingham n theorem yields: 
Till = V3/lg(D3) = n5A/In5b 
nl2 = D2P0/D3 = TI3/TI58 
nl3 = •c50/yD3 = .c50/(y) (Dl 0){n5B) 
TI14 = C0/D3 = TI2/TI58 
TILS# = LS#/03 = LS#/(Dl 0){n58) 
TI16 ·= W0/D3 = TI6/TI58 
{19) 
(20) 
{21) 
{22) 
(23) 
(24) 
Let f(P2) be unknown functions of 11, 12, 13, 14, and 16 
LS# = 01 0 x n58 x f(P2) (25) 
Depth of scour at a location # (DS#) was described by substitution 
for LS# in the above equations. 
DS# = 01 0 X n58 x f(P2) (26) 
It should be noted that there is a linear relation between 050 
and •c50 at impending motion (See Figure 9). 
D5o = •c50!5 {27) 
A more conservative estimate has been widely used in riprap design in 
open channels (4). 
D5o = 'c50!4 (28) 
Applicability of ~esults 
This research depended upon correct modeling of the stability of 
riprap particles in different locations in a scour bed. Assumptions 
of uniform open channel flow are generally used with success in this 
situation and were used in the following analysis. 
The specific gravity and particle size distribution in the model 
was similar to that expected in a prototype. Since a particle's 
19 
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stability depends on the interaction of its weight and the drag exerted 
on it by the flowfield, the following system analysis was made. 
OF 
2 2 = f{A, F, R, WE, CA) 
V D Pw w 
{29) 
where DR is the drag force on the channel bottom {lb) and pw' V and Dw 
are the density {lb/ft3), velocity {ft/s) and depth {ft) of the fluid 
{19). The ratio of prototype to model length is equal to A and the 
other rr terms are the Froude, Reynolds, Weber and Cauchy numbers, res-
pectively. 
Water was used as the fluid in both model and prototype. Since 
it is incompressible, CA could be disregarded. ·As long as the flow 
depth in the model exceeded 0.25 inches, surface tension was negligible 
and WE could be discarded. It was necessary to show that viscous 
effects would be similar in both model and prototype. The following 
paragraphs show how this was determined for the initiation of motion of 
particles on the channel bottom. 
Begin by assuming that the rock particles may be simulated by 
spheres. For spheres, graphing of OF/{ wv2o;) versus R shows that 
OF/{ wv2o;) ceases to be affected by variation of R in fully developed 
turbulent flow {19). Assume that fully turbulent flow exists in the 
prototype. In this flow regime the critical shear stress on a particle 
of diameter 050 lying on a horizontal bed is: 
{30) 
where k adjusts for the irregularities in particle shape and 9 is the 
angle of repose {24). Rearranging this equation, the left term is the 
ratio of drag to gravitational force and is called the shear Froude 
number F* {Shield's Parameter). 
•c5o ( _ Y ) 050 = k tan Q 
Ys w 
( 31 ) 
Simons and Senturk (24) showed that dimensional analysis of a 
particle at incipient motion may yield: 
•c pV*c 2 (v* 050) 
-r----.---,= - - f -'c=---(ys - yw) 050 - (ys - yw} 050 - v (32) 
22 
where is the kinematic viscosity (ft2/s), V*c is the critical shear 
velocity (ft/s) and the term on the right represents the shear Reynolds 
number R*. This relation between F* and R* has often been plotted on 
.. Shields diagrams... Valin (30) indicates completely rough turbulent 
flow will exist when R* > 70 to 150. (V*c050) will always be larger 
for the prototype than for the model .. Therefore, as long as fully 
developed turbulent flow exists in the model, it will exist in the 
prototype, and viscous effects will be similar in each. The following 
procedure has been used by Valin (30). It determines the size of the 
smallest particles which can be used to simulate initiation of motion. 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
From the Froude modeling criteria 
(36,37) 
(38) 
The 11 Shield's Diagram" in Figure 10 shows that F* = 0.047 when 
R* = 70. From Equation 32: 
1 
A 
70 
\) 
2/3 
Using ys = 2.81 Yw and p and v at 70° F, one obtains 
050 > 0.0059A feet 
(39) 
{40) 
Therefore, to have relative confidence in simulating initiation of 
motion, the smallest 050 which may be used in the model is 1.798 mm 
(0.0059 ft). Rock this size or larger, should guarantee that com-
pletely rough turbulent flow exists in both model and protoype. It 
also sets a lower limit on the size of prototype rock which may be 
modeled, i.e. if A is 50, the smallest prototype rock which may be 
modeled is .295 feet. 
Thus, as long as the rock used in the model study was greater 
than or equal to 1.798 mm (0.0059 ft), fully rough turbulent flow 
23 
would exist in the model and prototype and similarity would be achieved 
by Froude modeling 
(41) 
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Figure 10. Shield's Diagram Showing Relation Between 
Shear Froude Number and Shear Reynolds 
Number at Initiation of Motion 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PHYSICAL SET-UP 
Introduction 
Experimentation was conducted at the USDA-SEA-AR Water Conservation 
Structures Laboratory at Lake Carl Blackwell, west of Stillwater, 
Oklahoma. An 11.28 x 3.05 meter (37 x 10ft) level flume was used in 
the study (See Figure 11). Water was obtained from the lake by 0.508 m 
(20 inch) siphon. The lake water surface elevation was relatively 
unaffected by the water withdrawn during the tests. The flowrate 
obtainable at the flume depended on the lake water level. The flowrate 
of 0.095 ems (3.4 cfs) which was required for the full width, Fl 0 = 8 
model, was not available throughout the year. The experimental system 
was composed of an entering .3048 m (12 inch) line, head tank, chute 
and model riprap scour bed, and appropriate instrumentation. The 
supply line, tank, narrow width chute and basin are shown in Figure 12. 
Head Tank and Entering Depth Control Devices 
A head tank was built to reduce turbulence and to straighten flow 
streamlines prior to their entering the chute. It was assembled using 
. structural steel angles and aluminum sheet, and contained a vertical 
wire and baffle with 6.35 mm (0.25 in) screen mesh, both of which were 
perpendicular to the flow direction. There were also false walls 
parallel to the flow which served as extensions of the chute side walls 
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0 
Figure ll. Side View of Laboratory Showing Supply Pipe, Head Tank, and Model in the Flume 
Figure 12. Photograph Showing Supply Pipe, Head Tank, 
and Model with False Walls in Place 
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(See Figure 11). The height of the opening through which flow left the 
tank was controlled as shown in Figure 13. The exit lip was parabolic 
in shape to encourage the development of parallel streamlines. This 
exit lip was used to control the depth of flow entering the basin (01) 
for Fl 0 equal to 8. When n 0 was 4, however, 11 short tube control" was 
used to slow and deepen the flow to achieve the proper depth (See 
Figure 14). Two banks of 1.27 em (0.05 in) 0.0., 7.62 em (3 in) long 
PVC tubes were placed parallel to the flow in the chute. Each bank was 
5 tubes high and reached from sidewall to sidewall. The banks were 
covered by a piece of plywood parallel to the chute floor, which served 
to anchor them in place and prevented their overtopping. The distur-
bance to the water surface caused by the tubes smoothed out a short 
distance downstream. 
Chute and Model SAF Basin 
SCS design equations (Figure 2) were used for the model stilling 
basin. Except for the false side and wingwalls used in the narrow 
basin experiments, the chute and model were machined from plexiglas 
to tolerance less than 0.0015 m (0.005 ft). The slope of the chute 
was 1:3.48 (cos Q = 0.961). The chute was supported at the head tank, 
at the basin and at two locations in between. One center support was 
bolted to each side of the concrete cutoff wall seen in Figure 11. 
Five screws were used in each support to level the chute across its 
width. 
Figure 15 shows a cross section and top view of the model and 
chute. To minimize labor and material costs, the model was designed 
for a constant chute block and floor block height (01 0). The following 
t 
2.50" 
Nuts for adjusting 
opening 
Chute side wall 
Figure 13. Side View of Head Tank Exit Showing 
How Opening Could Be Adjusted 
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Figure 14. Set-Up to Achieve Short Tube Control 
in the Chute 
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Change Change 
Size Position 
I No No 
2 No Yes 
3 Yes 
Partial Top View 
Side View 
Figure 15. Top and Side Views of Model SAF Basin Showing How Pieces Were 
Varied to Obtain Basins of Different Flo's w 
--' 
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dimensions, however; varied depending on the design entrance Froude 
number (Fl 0): basin length, end sill height, wingwall length and 
height and the distance between the basin entrance and the floor blocks. 
To handle the variation in dimensions, the model was designed with 
certain pieces fixed, some moveable, and some variable in size and 
location. The basin was attached to the floor of the flume using 
threaded bolts and was leveled prior to testing. 
Riprap 
Crushed stone (SG = 2.81) was obtained from local quarries. This 
angular stone was sorted into distinct groups, each with a narrow 
range of sizes. The Soil Conservation Service uses this criterion for 
riprap layers: the largest rock diameter (DlOO) divided by the 050 
diameter should equal 1.3. Therefore, the ratio between 0100 and DO 
2 (the smallest size) could be estimated by (1.3) = 1.69. Bearing in 
mind that 1.8 mm (.0059 ft) is the smallest size that can be used with 
relative confidence in modeling rock of this SG, screens with the fol-
lowing opening sizes were purchased: 2.588, 4.351, 7.272, and 12.446 
mm (0.0085, 0.0143, 0.0239, and 0.0408 ft). These were mounted in 
frames and a carriage was devised to facilitate hand screening of the 
rock (See Figure 16). The grain size distributions and 050 values of 
the three resultant groups are shown in Figure 17. 
Table II shows a comparison between the experimental rock and 
spheres of the same 050 (D50m) and average particle mass (MASSm) for 
SG = 2.81 (columns C, D, G, and H). Because of their shape, the par-
ticles generally had less mass than spheres of the same specific 
gravity and of diameter equaling 050 (See Column D). 
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Figure 16. Rock Screens, Carriage, and Willing Worker 
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Figure 17. Grain Size Distributions of Rock Used in the Model 
Tests 
Experimental 
A* B* c 
D50m MASS Mass of m sphere of 
D50=D50m 
(SG=2. 81) 
(em) (g) {g) 
0.345 0.055 0.060 
.565 .255 .265 
.785 .547 . 712 
* Experimental Data. 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL ROCK WITH SPHERES OF 
SAME D50 (D50m), SAME MASS (MASSm) AND 
SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF 2.65 AND 2.81 
Calculated 
D E F G H 
B - C Mass of B - E D50 of A - G 
c sphere of E sphere of G 
D50=D50 mass=HASSm m 
(SG=2.65) (SG=2 .81) 
{g) (em) 
-0.083 0.057 -0.028 0.335 0.03 
- .040 .250 .018 .557 .014 
- . 231 . 671 - . 185 .719 .092 
I 
D50 of 
sphere of 
mass=MASSm 
(SG=2.65) 
(em) 
0.342 
.568 
.733 
J 
A - I 
I 
0.009 
- .005 
071 
w 
(J1 
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Since the weight of a particle is generally considered to be more 
important than the shape as far as resistance to erosion is concerned 
and the specific gravity of riprap is often simply estimated to be 
2.65, the experimental rock was also compared with appropriate spheres 
of SG = 2.65 (See columns E, F, I and J). Once again, the particles 
were lighter than comparable spheres. The conclusion is the same in 
both cases. If the prototype rock is more rounded than the model rock, 
prototype scour will be less than that predicted by the model tests. 
Instrumentation and XYZ Orientation 
Flowrate through the system was determined by use of a manometer 
and calibrated orifice plates (Position A in Figure 11). The water sur-
face in the head tank and at the downstream end of the flume were 
monitored in gage wells connected to positions B and C. (Position B 
is outside of the false walls in a relatively placid region.) Twenty-
four hour monitoring was achieved through the use of recorders. A sand 
filter was buried beneath the channel bottom at position D. This was 
connected to a gage well whose water surface could be determined by 
point gage. In the extreme left of Figure 12 is the gage well connected 
to position B. The point gage and gage well used to monitor position D 
are seen in the left foreground. 
The X and Y axes were coincident with and perpendicular to the 
basin centerline, respectively. X increased downstream from XZERO which 
was located at the downstream edge of the basin end sill. YZERO existed 
at the basin centerline. Y increased in both directions away from 
YZERO. The Z axis was perpendicular to the XY plane. ZZERO was located 
at the elevation of the basin floor. 
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A point gage on a traveling bridge was used to determine locations 
of solid and fluid boundaries. The blunt end of a 0.635 em (0.25 in) 
probe was used in examining the scour bed. The pointed end of the 
probe was used to determine water surface elevations for the Fl = 4 
flow (Figure 18). 
The water surface near the hydraulic jump was very irregular for 
the flow of Fl = 8. For these tests an electronic system was devised 
to locate the average water surface. The system used is shown in 
Figure 19. A 10-volt P-P, 100 kHz sine wave signal was generated and 
sent through the upstream probe. When that probe touched the water 
surface, the downstream probe picked up the signal. The counter 
counted the pulses and averaged their frequency over 10 second inter-
vals. The averages of 6 intervals were generally used to determine 
location average in XYZ space. To determine the water surface elevation 
at a specific location in the XY plane, 60 second averages were made at 
two elevations, one with an average count greater than 50 kHz, the 
other with an average less than 50 kHz. Linear interpolation was used 
to determine the elevation which would have a count of 50 kHz. This 
was assumed to represent the average water surface. 
Figure 18. Pointed End of ·Probe Used for Measuring 
Water Surface Elevations for Fl 0 = 4.0 
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Figure 19. Electronic System for Estimating the Average 
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CHAPTER IV 
INITIAL TESTING AND TEST PROCEDURE 
Initial Testing 
Determination of Test Duration 
One of the first decisions to be made was how long tests should 
run. The Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station often has 
tests of 20 to 60 minutes in duration, during which time a relatively 
11 stable 11 scour hole develops. Some personnel at other laboratories 
feel that longer tests are desirable. A 60-minute test is adequate to 
determine relative stability of a given riprap size under a given flow. 
Whether or not it is adequate to determine eventual scour hole size had 
to be determined. Six tests of various time durations were run using a 
model basin fo Fl 0 = 4, width of 24.75 x Dl and riprap of 3.45 mm 
(0.0113 ft) 050 diameter. As in all other tests in this dissertation, 
the Froude number of the flow was as close as possible to the Fl 0 of 
the model. Three of these tests are compared in Figure 20 by the use of 
composite scour profiles (CMSP). These profiles were formed by finding 
the maximum depths, and lengths to specified elevations, across the 
entire width of the channel floor, and combining them into a single 
CMSP. This artifice was necessary because the scour hole shape varied 
with location from the channel centerline. One notes that the 24-hour 
test scoured about 2 x 050 deeper than the 4-hour test. Since riprap 
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layers are often made 2 x 050 thick, it seemed appropriate to use a 
test of duration exceeding 4 hours. 
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The SCS builds SAF basins with widths as small as 1.22 m (4 feet}. 
This would correspond to a length scale of n = 1.639 or a time scale 
of /1.639. In order to model at least one day of prototype flow in 
each test, 24 hours was chosen to be the length of all subsequent 
tests, unless stated otherwise. 
Determination of Channel Initial Condition 
It was felt that the information obtained by this research program 
could be utilized in the field in the following manner: 
Given certain initial conditions, a 24-hour test would be run, 
and the resultant scour hole mapped. Appropriately scaled up, 
a prototype preformed scour hole could be designed using easy-
to-construct geometric shapes. As long as the preformed 11 hole 11 
encompassed the entire volume of expected scour, it could be 
expected to be a stable design. 
This hypothesis was tested. 
A test was run with Fl 0 = 8, width= 24.75 x Dl, and 050 = 3.45 mm 
(0.0113 ft}. The downstream trapezoidal channel was initially of the 
same width with 3:1 side slopes and zero bottom slope. Its bottom was 
at the same elevation as the top of the end sill. The resultant scour 
hole was contoured and the halves on each side of the X axis were com-
pared point by point. Points indicating the most scour were combined 
into a maximum scour contour map (MSCM}. This is shown in Figure 21. 
A preformed scour hole using easy to construct straight gradients was 
designed around the scour hole. Another test was run and the scour 
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Figure 21. ~1aximum Scour Contour t1ap After Testing at Fl 0 = 8.0, ~~ = 24.75 x 01 0 , 050 = 3.45 mm (. 0113 ft) 
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hole mapped (See Figure 22). The preformed scour hole was not satis-
factory. In some places the side slopes were flattened to slopes of 
4-6:1. It was concluded that the stone was too light for the flow, so 
the stone was replaced with the next larger size, 5.65 mm (0.0185 ft). 
The downstream channel was formed to a trapezoidal shape, with 
slope of 3:1, and a bottom elevation the same as that of the basin 
floor. This design was tested (Test 30) and the resultant mapped in 
Figure 23. After this test all material deposited above the design 
elevations was removed. Scoured areas were left untouched. Another 
test (Test 31) was run and scour recorded (Figure 24). Removal of the 
deposition mound permitted increased erosion of the channel bottom to 
occur. The effect on the channel sides was slight. Another 20 hours 
of flow was run through the existing channel and significant details of 
the resulting scour noted (Test 32 and Figure 24). Sixty-eight more 
hours were run (Test 33 and Figure 24). The changes after the first 
24 hours of testing (Test 31) were minimal. A relatively ••stable" 
scour hole was formed within that length of time. Tests 31-33 indicate 
that the bottom of the channel alternately fills and scours about an 
"equilibrium shape". 
After Test 33 the downstream channel was shaped into a preformed 
hole encompassing all the scoured volume. This was then tested and 
contoured, (Test 34 and Figure 25). Flow was resumed (Test 35), and 
subsequent scour changes noted (See Figure 25). The lesson was ines-
capable: the initial conditions determined the final conditions. 
Therefore, the hypothesis could not be used. In order to minimize the 
size of the "equilibrium•• scour hole for a given size of rock, the flow 
should initially be restricted as much as is practical. All subsequent 
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tests were run with the channel bottom level with the top of the end 
sill and as wide as the inside width of the basin. 
Test Procedure 
Pre-Test Settings to Achieve Correct 
Water Surface 
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Prior to each test the design flowrate was released through the 
basin. The tailgate was adjusted to achieve the correct tailwater 
depth. The theoretical depth of flow entering the basin (Dl) could not 
be determined directly since the jet was submerged at that point. 
Accordingly, it was estimated by the following procedure: 
Preliminary trials were run with minimal tailwater. These indi-
cated that calculated water profiles using the standard step method 
(kinetic energy correction factor= 1; Manning n = 0.008) agreed well 
with the observed profiles. Thus before the actual testing, S2 flow 
profiles were computed beginning at critical depth for a range of 
flowrates incrementally larger and smaller than the design rate. During 
the pre-test experimentation, the depth of flow (D) was measured as far 
downstream on the chute as possible. The horizontal distance (b) bet-
ween that point and the basin entrance was calculated. 
The S2 curve for the appropriate flowrate was then referred to. 
The location j on the S2 profile which had the depth D was noted. An 
estimate of Dl is the depth at position j + b on the S2 profile. Either 
the location of the tube banks on the chute, or the height of the open-
ing of the head tank exit, were adjusted until the correct Dl was 
obtained. The average Dl obtained for the tests used to present infor-
mation on scour designs was always within 4.7% of DlD. 
Preparation of Downstream Channel 
Before each test the appropriate riprap was shaped into a trape-
zoidal channel by the use of an aluminum form. Figure 11 shows the 
platform to which the form was mounted. The channel was shaped and 
reshaped until the vertical setting of the form was such that the 
average elevation of the channel floor without tamping was within a 
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couple of thousandths of a foot of the desired elevation. The rock was 
not tamped because most commonly the riprap in the field is dumped and 
bulldozed into position and not hand placed. Profiles and cross sec-
tions were taken prior to each test. Recorded vales indicated some 
variation in elevation. Sample deviation may be seen in Table III. 
Measurements of Flow and Scour 
During the 24 hour tests the water surface elevation at positions 
Band C (Figure 11) were continuously monitored. The flowrate and water 
surface at D were recorded several times during each test. As a minimum 
TABLE II I 
PRE-TEST VARIATION IN CHANNEL FLOOR ELEVATIONS 
Design Max. Min. 
Test D50 D50 Elevation Elev. Elev. Range 
No. (mm) (ft) (ft) (ft) ( ft) (ft) Range/D50 
41 3.45 0. 0113 0.692 0.699 0.682 0.017 1. 504 
42 5.65 . 0185 .692 .702 . 681 .021 1.135 
46 7.85 .0258 .692 . 711 .684 .027 1. 047 
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standard, Dl and 03 were usually determined at the beginning and end of 
each test. The centerline water surface profile and the maximum wave 
height found on the channel edge were both recorded as often as practi-
cal. After each test was completed the flum~ was drained and the scour 
bed was contoured. 
CHAPTER V 
MAJOR TEST RESULTS 
Observations of the Water Surface 
In review, four different models were tested, reflecting the 
possible combinations of Fl 0 = 4 and 8 and W = 24.75 x 01 0 and W = 9.75 
x 01 0• Eight photographs are presented for inspection. Views of the 
hydraulic jump from the side and from above or downstream for the four 
models are found in Figures 26 - 33. There was little difference in 
centerline flow profiles made at the beg.inning and end of a test. Rock 
size also had minimal effect on the flow profiles. Figures 59 - 62 
in Appendix B show centerline water surface profiles and deposition. 
Scour Holes 
The scour holes were contoured and photographed after each impor-
tant test. The channel centerline (X axis) divided the scour bed into 
two halves, which were never perfectly symmetricai (See Figure 34). 
Since knowledge of maximum scour was sought, a maximum scour contour 
map (MSCM) was prepared for each test (See Figures 63- 72, Appendix C). 
In these figures, all integer valued contours (n) lie n x 01 0 above the 
basin floor (Dl 0 = 0.0984 ft~ 0.1 ft). Contours labeled ES are at the 
same elevation as the end sill. A point in the XV plane marked with a 
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Figure 26. Side View of Jump in Basin of Fl 0 = 4, 
Width= 24.75 x 01 0 
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Figure 27. Downstream View of Jump in 
Basin of Fl 0 = 4, Width = 
24.75 X Dlo 
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Figure 28. Side View of Jump in Basin of F1 0 = 4, 
Width= 9.75 x 01 0 
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Figure 29. Downstream View of Jump in Basin of Fl 0 = 4, Width= 9.75 x 01 0 
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Figure 30. Side View of Jump in Basin of Fl 0 = 8, 
Width= 24.75 x 01 0 
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Figure 31. Top View of Jump in Basin of 
Flo= 8, Width= 24.75 x 
01 0 
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Figure 32. Side View of Jump in Basin of Fl 0 = 8, Width= 9.75 X 01 0 
59 
Figure 33. Downstream View of Jump in 
Basin of Fl 0 = 8, Width = 
9.75 X 01 0 
60 
Figure 34. Contoured Scour Bed After Test 44 (Fl 0 = 4.0, W = 24.75 x 01 , Elevation of 
Basin Floor= 0.659~ Elevation of Top 
of End Sill = 0.692) 
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cross is attended by a number (r) where: 
(scoured elevation)point - (design elevation)point 
r = 050 (42) 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS 
Analysis of Scour on the Channel Bottom 
Following the procedure outlined in the section on pre-test simili-
tude, an initial concern was to identify a means of predicting rr5A and 
rr5B. Depth over the end sill (03) was measured during testing and rr5B 
was calculated. This was plotted against calculated values of rr4 
yielding the points shown on Figure 35. rr6, which includes the basin 
width, had no apparent effect. Calculated values of variables were 
indicated with a subscript. rrl, rr2, and rr3 may all be estimated by a 
linear relationship with rr4 (See Figure 36). It was reasonable to use 
a straight line fit for rr4 versus rr5B: 
03 = 01 x (0.8 rr4 + 1.18) (43) 
Use of this function and the relationship rr5A = rr4/rr5B yielded the 
curve on Figure 36. These equations were used in the determination of 
the subsequent terms shown in Tables I and IV. Table I shows that 
for constant rr4 at design conditions, rr5A, rr5B, nll, rr12, and rrl4 were 
all constant regardless of initial depth. The result was that given 
the same initial channel conditions for all tests, the parameters des-
cribing the scour (rrLS# and nOS#) could be described in terms of rr4, 
rrl3, and rrl6 alone. Table IV gives design values for rr terms for 
Froude numbers 1 through 17. 
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Figures 37 - 40 show CMSP's and centerline water surface profiles 
for Froude numbers 4 and 8 at two different widths. Note that the 
Froude of 4 scour bed consists of a single scour hole and deposition 
mound and the bed for the Froude of 8 has two scour holes. The Froude 
of 8 water surface also has two large standing waves. 
Figure 41 shows the relationship between rrOS2 (the ratio of depth 
of scour below the end sill to 03) and II13 for different Froude numbers 
and widths at position 2 (Figure 8). Observe that for the Fl 0 of 4 the. 
scour was deeper for the narrow than for the wide width, while the 
converse was true for the Froude of 8 results. The different in flow 
regimes probably causes this phenomenon. One standing wave is respon-
sible for energy dissipation for the flow of Fl 0 = 8. For an Fl 0 of 4, 
most scour occurs beneath the peak of the hydraulic jump, immediately 
downstream of the end sill. For an Fl 0 of 8, significant scour occurs 
beneath each of the standing waves. 
An objective was to be able to provide riprap protection for basins 
designed with Froude numbers lying between 4 and 8. For this purpose, 
.the two rr terms used in Figure 41 were not convenient, since 03 varied 
with Froude number. When the difficulty of obtaining a meaningful 
relationship for IIOS2, II13, II4~ and II6 was fully appreciated, a graphi-
cal rather than equation oriented approach was used. Tc50 was replaced 
by 050 because of the linear relation in Equation 28. Since riprap is 
usually placed in layers whose thickness depends on 050, 050 was an 
especially desirable factor in the II terms. Making the reasonable 
assumption that all prototype riprap is going to have a specific 
gravity within a few percent of that of the model, Y was deleted. 01 0 
was a known experimental constant. Thus, new II terms were ~Z/050, 
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6X/D50, and 050/01 0• The resultant nondimensional channel bottom 
scour is presented in Figures 73 - 76 in Appendix D for the position 
numbers indicated in Figure 8. For Fl 0 = 4, minimum and maximum ranges 
for the nondimensional location and depth of scour as a function of 
rock size are shown in Figures 42 and 43. These were later used in 
Chapter VII to design for basins of 3 ~ Fl 0 ~ 4. The data from tests 
at Fl 0 = 4 and Fl 0 = 8 were combined to form comparable Figures 44 and 
45. These figures were later used to provide design guidance for basins 
of 4 < Fl 0 ~ 8. 
It is interesting to note that after passage of the design flow, 
rocks in the scour bed were often aligned with their narrow edge paral-
lel to the flow direction. This was observed on the channel sides as 
well as on the channel bottom. 
Analysis of Scour on the Channel Sides 
Figure 46 represents a cross-section of the channel side slope. 
The ordinate Zl/Dl is a nondimensional distance above the basin floor, 
and is coincident with the inside of the basin side wall. The design 
slope shows how the channel should have appeared before a test was run. 
It intersects the ordinate at the end sill elevation. During testing, 
erosion occurred, so that after the test the channel side was located 
some distance outward from its original location. This figures shows 
maximum lateral scour points in the region of POsition 4 for two widths 
of model of Fl 0 = 8.0. The 050 of the rock was 7.85 mm (.0258 ft). 
Figure 47 was prepared in the same manner but presents data from tests 
where 050 was 3.45 mm (0.0113 ft). These figures show that maximum 
lateral scour was greater for the wide basin than for the narrow basin. 
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It is obvious that the lighter particles scoured more readily from the 
sides than did the heavier particles and the effect of width on the 
scour became less important as the rock size increased. 
Figures 48 and 49 are comparable to Figures 46 and 47 but contain 
data from tests on models of Fl 0 = 4. Although scour could not be 
visibly observed on the channel sides, these figures show greater scour 
for narrow than for wide basins. 
The depth of flow in the channel varied depending on Fl 0. Since 
the major scour for a Fl 0 = 4 test may occur closer to the channel 
bottom than that for an Fl 0 = 8 test, it was thought possible that the 
Fl 0 = 4 scour might exceed that of the Fl 0 = 8 at some elevation. 
Therefore, to compare the scour of different Froude numbers, the ele-
vation of a particular point above the end sill was redefined as a 
fraction of (02P - C) and 02P. The nondimensional cross-sections in 
Figure 50 were prepared to show that nondimensional latitudinal scour 
increased as Flo increased, regardless of elevation. They also lead 
one to assume that the nondimensional scour of Fl 0 = 6 will be somewhat 
greater than that for Fl 0 = 4 and somewhat less than that for Fl 0 = 8. 
Figures 51 and 52 were prepared to show the effect of rock size on 
maximum scour for Fl 0 values of 8 and 4~ Each is a nondimensional top 
view of the channel side. A basin wing wall is seen in the lower left 
hand portion of each figure. The axes intersect where the downstream 
edge of the end sill meets the inside of the basin side wall. Nondimen-
sional elevations of the contours are shown. In some locations in 
Figure 51 the larger rock appears to have scoured more than the smaller 
rock. This is possibly the result of local irregularities produced 
during pre-test leveling. Recall that side slope scour could not be 
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visibly observed for the tests at F1 0 = 4, although it was measured. 
It is reasonable to assume that the scour shown in Figure 51 
would equal or exceed that for·any·basin where 3 ~ F1 0 ~ 4.0. Simi-
larly, the scour shown in .~igure 52 should be conservative for all 
basins where 4 ~ Fl 0 ~ 8 . 
. Comparison of Results with Two State 
of the Art Methods 
85 
It was interesting to note how the tested rock sizes compared with 
sizes which might be recommended by state of the art methods (See Figure 
53}. Curves labeled 1 and 2 were obtained from Equation 5. Curves 3 
and 4 came from Equation 2. For curves 1 and 3 the depth over the end 
sill was estimated to be (02P0 - c0). For curves 2 and 4, Equation 43 
was used to ·estimate 03. Note that use of 03 provides a more conserva-
tive estimate of needed rock size as long as n40 > 3.35. Diamonds show 
the actual si:?:es used. Attendant r values indicate the maximum vertical 
scour found on the side slopes. Observing the values of (050/Dl} ~ 0.27 
for IT40 = 4.0, it is seen that the maximum scour was 1.4 x 050. If the 
riprap layer had been only 2.0 x 050 thick~ a bare spot could 
possibly have resulted. Careful placement of the rock, as opposed to a 
scraping technique, may have prevented this much scour from occurring. 
If so, the required rock. size calculated by any method may have proven 
satisfactory for the channel sides. If not, one may surmise that it is 
desirable to have a slightly thicker rock layer on the side slopes in 
the region of maximum turbulence. 
Even if the rock sizes u~ed could have been placed in such a manner 
as to prevent· any erosion on the side slopes, channel bottom erosion 
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could probably not have been eliminated so easily. Figure 54 shows the 
relation between 050/01 0 and the range of nondimensional scour which 
occurred forth~ tests oi Fl 0 = 4 and Fl 0 = 8 (shaded regions). It also 
shows four points which· indicate the 050/01 values calculated by the 
first two of the methods discussed above. In every case, predicted 
scour exceeds 2 x 050. (Recall that riprap layers are generally made 
2x 050 thick.) Extrapolation to sizes larger than those used may give 
some indication of whether methods 3 and 4 would yield scour less than 
2 x 050. For Fl 0 = 4, it seems likely. For Fl 0 = 8, scour May well 
always exceed 2 x 050 at position 2. 
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CHAPTER VII 
APPLICATION 
Pertinent Procedures and Assumptions 
The following coordinate system is used: The X, Y, and Z axes 
intersect at (0, 0, 0) where the top of the downstream edge of the end 
sill meets the basin centerline. The X axis coincides with the center-
line and theY axis coincides with the downstream edge of the end sill. 
Froude modeling criteria were used in this research. The length 
scale to use when applying the research results is A = Olp/Olm. 01 
m 
equals 0.0299 m (0.098 ft). This scale may be used for rock size and 
all dimensions in XYZ space. The time scale will be~. Since the 
major tests were 24 hours long, they simulated at least a 24-hour 
prototype occurrence. 
Models of Fl 0 = 4 and 8 were used. At the design flow conditions 
and minimum acceptable tailwater (02~ all SAF basins designed for the 
same Fl 0 value exhibit dynamic similarity. As long as the downstream 
channels are initially geometrically similar, the scour resulting from 
the model study will simulate that for any prototype of the same Fl 0. 
The upper limit of A is primarily determined by the degree of error 
which is acceptable for a given situation. It was assumed that: flows 
in excess of the design rate would cause increased erosion; diminished 
flows would result in less erosion; erosion would increase with 
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decreasing tailwater; erosion would not increase with increasing tail-
water as long as flow at the crest of the chute was unaffected by tail-
water depth; and the location of significant erosion would probably 
move upstream with a tailwater greater than 02P0. 
The chute slope used in this study (3.48:1) was selected because 
it lies in the range of slopes most commonly used. Reasonable vari-
ations in chute slope have no significant effect on scour for tests of 
constant Fl 0. 
An initial assumption was that scour would decrease as Fl 0 
decreases. This was generally true when comparing tests on models of 
Fl 0 = 4 with those of Fl 0 = 8. (An exception occurred at position 2 
using a rock size which is not recommended for Fl 0 = 8.) The approxi-
mately linear relationships between Fl 0 (rr4) and rrl, rr2, and rr3 (Figure 
36) suggest that the assumption is valid anywhere within the range 
Fl 0 = 4 to 8. One also assumes that the scour for Fl 0 = 4 will be 
greater than that for Fl 0 = 3. Relying on these two premises, the 
scour resulting from tests of Fl 0 = 8 may be used in riprap design for 
prototypes of 4 < Fl 0 ~ 8. Tests at Fl 0 = 4 provide guidance for proto-
types of 3 < Fl 0 < 4. Applicability below an Fl 0 of 3 is uncertain. 
For the major tests, the downstream trapezoidal channel had 1 on 
3 side slopes. Its horizontal bottom was as wide as the inside width 
of the stilling basin and matched the elevation of the end sill. The 
channel was scraped into shape by the use of a form mounted on a plat-
form which was mobile in the X direction. This process simulated the 
field procedure of dumping the riprap and then bulldozing it into 
position. On the channel sides at least, this method will result in 
more scour than hand placement or tamping rocks into position. 
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Three different narrowly graded rock groups were used [SG = 2.81, 
050 = 3.45, 5.65, 7.85 mm (0.0113, 0.0185, 0.0258 ft)]. Average par-
ticle masses for the small, medium, and large sizes are 8.3, 4.0, and 
23.1 percent less than spheres of diameter equal to the 050 (See Table 
II). If the particles are compared with spheres of SG = 2.65, however, 
the differences are 2.8, 1.8, and 18.5 percent. In both cases, resul-
tant scour will provide a conservative estimate of what would happen in 
the field. 
Two widths, 9.75 ,x 01 0 and 24.75 x 01 0, were used in the testing. 
The effect of width on scour decreased as rock size increased. Side 
slope scour increased with increasing width for Fl 0 = 8. The opposite 
was true for Fl 0 = 4. Thus, the width effect was confounded. The 
scour from the two widths was compared and the worst scour was presented 
for design purposes. Since in some cases significant scour could occur 
anywhere between the centerline and the edge (See Figure 65), a two-
dimensional approach was used in analyzing scour on the channel bottom. 
Nondimensional drawings were prepared to allow estimation of maximum 
scour length and depth at specified positions on the channel bottom 
(Figures 42, 43, 44 and 45). Nondimensional maximum scour contour maps 
were prepared by combining points of greatest scour for both sides of 
each tested channel and for both widths (Figures 51 and 52). During 
testing, maximum wave height along the channel sides never exceeded D2P 
above the basin floor. 
Design Guidance 
Introduction 
Downstream of the basin, the riprapped trapezoidal channel should 
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have 3:1 side slopes. Its bottom should be as wide as the distance bet-
ween the basin side walls and it should be level with the top of the 
end sill. Beneath the channel sides and bottom, however, such regular 
features will probably not exist. Rock placement should be sufficient 
to insure that a 2 x 050. rock layer exists in all places even if 
the maximum predicted scour occurs. Therefore, depth of excavation 
and rock layer t~icknesi must be greatest in areas of anticipated 
greatest scour~· 
If a prototype bastn has characteristics of width and Fl 0 similar 
to one of those tested in the study, the scour shown in the appropriate 
figure (Figures 63 - 72) may be used directly to detennine excavation 
requirements. If not, the following guidance may be considered fo~ 
basins of Fl 0 = 3 to 8 and widths = 9.75 x 01 0 to 24.75 x 01 0. One 
should include a safety factor in the design calculations. 
Guidel.ines for Erosion on the Channel Bottom 
3 ~ Fl 0 ~ 4: To determine the maximum scour profile consider only 
position numbers 2 and 3 in Figures 8, 42, and 43. Determine the 
maximum depth of scour at position ~umber 2. Find the maximum 
length to position number 2. Find the maximum length to position 
number 3. Prepare a drawing showing these two points. The exca-
vation profile should be at least 2 x 050 below the line connecting 
these points and should be horizontal between the end sill and 
position 2. (Basins of Fl 0 < 4 or tailwater > D2P0 may scour 
closer to the end sill than a basin of Fl 0 = 4 at D2P0.) Down-
stream of position 3 excavate at least 2.0 x 050 below the elevation 
of the end sill. Include room for a filter layer. 
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4 < Fl 0 ~ 8: Consider only positions 2, 4, and 5 in Figures 8, 44, 
and 45. Determine the maximum depth at positions 2 and 4. Deter-
mine the minimum and maximum distances to positions 2 and 4. Find 
the maximum distance to position 5. Plot and connect the pertinent 
points. Draw the excavation profile at least 2 x 050 below the 
maximum scour profile. The riprap layer should be at least 2.0 
x 050 thick downstream of position 5. Include a filter layer 
below the riprap l~yer. 
Guidelines for Erosion on Channel Sides 
Step 
Number 
81 -- Determine. the length scale ratio between the prototype and the 
model study. 
A = ~ = Dlp 
Dlm 0.0299 m (44) 
82 -- Determine the scaled down size of the rock which is available 
for the prototype design. 
050 
050 = ~ 
m A (45) 
83 -- From Figure 51 (3 ~ Fl0 .::. 4) or Figure 52 (4 < Fl 0 .::. 8) trace 
the scour contours of the size smaller than D50m. You may instead 
wish to use your judgment and interpolate between 2 contours. 
Also trace the axes. 
B4 -- Prepare new scales for the X and Y directions. The following 
equations are necessary. 
. {b. X) = 
TIT Fig. 51 
(46) 
D2P0 = 1.4 010 (Fl0)0· 9 
c0 = 0.07 [0.5(Dlo) {-1 + la(Flo)2+ 1)] 
{D2PD - c0)p = D2P0 - c0 
85 -- Detennine the elevations of the contours from: 
Z2 = ( Z2 . l X 
p (D2PD - CD) Fig. 51 or 52 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
86 -- Sine~ a riprap layer thickness of about 2 x 050 is desirable on 
the channel sides in the region·of scour one should subtract at 
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least 2 x 050 from the contour elevations found above and label p . 
the contours accordingly. 
(52) 
87 Detennine how best to excavate around existing contours. From 
your working drawing t~ke as many cross sections as are necessary 
to minimize.construction expense. Remember that for a tailwater 
> D2P0, major scour may occur farther upstream than at D2P0, 
although it will p~obably not laterally exceed that shown in the 
d~sign drawings. A similar situation may exist for basins in 
which the design entrance Froude number is less than the Fl 0 of 
the appropriate design chart. Extend the riprap protection at 
least as far downstream as it would scour were you to use rock 
comparable to the smallest tested in this study. 
B8 -- Riprap should be used at least 2 x 050 above the actual tailwater 
elevation. Consider using a safety factor to protect against the 
effect of wind on wave height. 
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B9 Remember to eliminate the discontinuity which probably exists 
where the excavation cut on the side slope meets the one on the 
channel bottom. The angle of the interface cut should probably 
not exceed the submerged angle of repose of the material. 
Example 
Given: Basin of Fl 0 = 3 
DSDp = 0.27 m (0.886 ft) 
Dlp = 1.22 m (4ft) 
! 
Tailwater depth above basin floor at design flow conditions 
= minimum acceptable tailwater depth (D2P0) 
Channel Bottom Design: 
Determine pertinent position numbers (Figure 8): 
Positions 2 and 3 are needed in the design. 
Determine maximum depth of scour (Figure 43): 
DSDp- 0.27 -orp- 1.22- 0.22S 
. ~Z2MAX Max1mum DSO = 3.6 at position 2. 
p 
~z2MAX = 3.6 x DSOP 
= .97 m (3. 19 ft) 
Determine location of positions 2 and 3 (Figure 42): 
Only the most downstream location of position 2 is needed. 
DSOP 
For--= 0.22S, Position 2 may occur as far downstream as: Dlp 
~X2MAX = 3.65 m (11.96 ft) 
Position 3 may occur as far downstream as.: 
~X3MAX 
---=-::-::-- = 3 7 • 5 D50p 
~x3MAX = 10.13 m (33.22 ft) 
Prepare a drawing showing the greatest extent of scour expected on 
the channel bottom (See Figure 55). 
Decide how thick a riprap layer is desired below the maximum scour 
profile. Remember to consider the thickness of a filt~r layer. 
Determine the appropriate excavation profile and show it on the 
drawing. Downstream of position 3 the riprap layer should be at 
least 2.0 x D50 thick. 
Channel Side Design: 
Step 
Number 
Bl -- Determine the 1 ength sea 1 e ratio between the prototype and the 
model study presented in this report. 
Dl l. 22 m · 
A :::;. of= 0.0299 m = 40· 803 
m 
B2 -- Determine the scaled down D50: 
- D50p - 0.27 -D50m - A - 40 .803 - 0.0066 m (0.022 ft) 
B3 --The size smaller than this in Figure 51 is 5.65 mm (0.0185 ft). 
On a clean piece of paper trace the axes and the contours cor-
responding to D50 = 5.65 mm (.0185 ft) found on Figure 51 (See 
Figure 56). 
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B4 Prepare new scales for the X and Y directions and mark Figure 56 
accordingly. 
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\.0 
CX> 
( IJ.") (!J.Xdesired) 
Dl' Figure 51 = · Dl P 
D2PD = 1.4 DlD (F1D)· 9 
= 1.4 (1.22) (3)" 9 
= 4.591 m (15.062 ft) 
CD= 0.07 [;5(D1D)(-1 + la(F1D)2+ 1)] 
= 0.07 [.5(1.22)(-1 + 18(3)2 + 1)] 
= 0.322 m (1.057 ft) 
(D2PD - CD)p = 4.269 m (14.006 ft) 
( Y2 -~ (Y2desired) (D2PD - CD) Figure 51 = 4.269 m 
B5 -- Determine the elevations of the contours: 
Z2p =(( 02/ 2_ C)) . x (D2P0 - c0)p D D F1gure 51 
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·The elevations found from Equation 51 are 0, 1.567, and 3.449 m 
(0, 5.140, 11.317 ft). 
B6 -- Determine the elevations of the contours which indicate the 
minimum acceptable amount of excavation by subtracting at least 
2 x 050 from the elevations found above: 
2 X D50p = 2(0.27) = 0.54 m (1.772 ft) 
The new contour elevations are: 
-0.54, 1.027, and 2.909 m (-1.772, 3.369, and 9.544 ft) 
B7 -- Determine how best to excavate around existing contours: 
In this example, just one cross section is taken, at AX = 22.56 m 
(74ft) (Figure 57). This cross section could be used between the 
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wingwall tips and ~X= 40 x DlD= 48.8 m (160. 1 ft), except for a 
region of additional excavation near the wingwalls themselves. 
If more cross sections are taken, the volume of riprap required 
can be reduced. 
88 --The tailwater depth above the end sill is: 
D2PD - CD = 4.27 m (14.01 ft) 
Riprap should extend at least 2 x D50 higher than that (not 
including a safety factor for wind). 
D2PD - CD + 2 x D50 = 4.27 m + 2 (.27 m) 
= 4.81 m (15.78 ft) 
This is shown in Figure 57. 
89 -- An interface cut may be needed to combine the designs for the 
channel bottom and channel sides. In this case, none is needed 
downstream of ~x3MAX at 10.13 m (33.22 ft). 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Froude modeling was used to obtain information for the placement 
of riprap as erosion protection downstream of Saint Anthony Falls 
stilling basins. Tests were run for basins of entrance Froude numbers 
(Fl 0) of 4 and 8, and widths of 9.75 x 01 0 and 24.75 x 01 0. Rock 050 
used in the study ranged from 3.45 to 7.85 mm (0.0113 to 0.0258 ft). 
The initial conditions of the downstream trapezoidal channel were: 3:1 
side slopes; bottom level with the top of the end sill; and bottom width 
as wide as the inside of the basin. General assumptions were: the 
minimum acceptable tailwater (D2P0) allows at least as much scour as a 
higher tailwater; and scour increases as Fl 0 increases. 
The objectives were: 
show the relative suitablity for SAF basins of state of the art 
techniques for selecting rock sizes below hydraulic jump type still~ 
ing basins. 
show whether smaller rock sizes can be used. 
Four methods for determining suitable rock size were compared with 
one another. Those considered to be conservative required the larger 
rock sizes. These four methods were the possible combinations of: two 
different equations for determining rock size as a function of average 
velocity over the end sill; and two methods for determining the average 
depth and hence velocity over the end sill. The equations were those 
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of: 1) the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and 2) the International 
Institute for Land Reclamation and Improvement. The methods for 
estimating depth over the end sill were: a) an empirical formula 
derived from water surface measurements and b) subtraction of the end 
sill elevation from the tailwater elevation. For Fl 0 greater than 3.35~ 
these may be ranked, most conservative first: la, lb, 2a and 2b. For 
Fl 0 below 3.35, the order is: lb, la, 2b, and 2a. 
Conclusions are as follow: 
On the channel bottom the less conservative methods definitely 
require some thickening of riprap layer in locations of high tur-
bulsnce. The more conservative may or may not require this treat-
ment. Anticipated depths of scour for sizes which scale down to be 
larger than those tested may be obtained by extrapolation from the 
design charts presented in the study. 
Thickening is also advised on the side slopes unless the more con-
servative equations are used. 
Designs using smaller rock sizes, which scale down to within the 
range tested, may be prepared by following the procedures outlined 
in Chapter VI I. 
Some other observations are worthy of repetition: 
As width increased, scour increased for Fl 0 = 8. The opposite was 
true for Fl 0 = 4. Accordingly, the design charts reflect the maximum 
scour found by comparing both widths. If one were to design for 
widths greater than those tested or for Fl 0 values outside the range 
of those tested, this information may be important. 
As expected, scour increased as rock size decreased. One result was 
that the smallest size never formed a 11 Stable" hole for the wide 
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Fl 0 = 8 basin. A peculiar result occurred for the narrow width at 
Fl 0 = 8. In this case, excessive scour from the channel sides 
armored the bottom such that bottom scour was less for the smallest 
rock than for the larger sizes. This rock should not be used for 
basins of Fl 0 = 8. Conservatively speaking, one should probably not 
use the rock for Fl 0 > 4. 0. 
The effect of width on scour decreased as rock size increased. 
After passage of the design flow, rocks in the scour bed were often 
aligned with their narrow edge parallel to the flow direction. 
Some scour will almost always occur. The amount depends on the 
size of material used. If the material is lighter than that which is 
11 absolutely 11 stable, a scour hole and deposition mound will occur. The 
deposition mound must not be removed, except to fill in the scour hole. 
Removal of the deposition without replacement of scoured material will 
result in a greatly increased scour hole after passage of the next 
design flow and the formation of a new deposition mound. In the words 
of a prominent soil-water engineer (12), 
11 It•s not nice to fool Mother Nature ... 
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APPENDIX A 
LETTER FROM SCS HEADQUARTERS SHOWING THE NUMBER 
OF COMPUTER DESIGNS PREPARED FOR SAF BASINS, 
MARCH 1974 THROUGH JUNE 1978 
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(rAJ ·. ~) U S De p f, of llj"''"' li"'P 
S.C. S. 
Q,.,s;j., Ulo<l;t £.,. j·D;v, 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE IO,ooo At!·u~poc.<> Rd.. 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE ____ ----------~voL.~ .... 1\'la .. ~I~..J 
zoBOI 
SUBJECT: ENGINEERING - Froude Numbers for SAF Basin Designs DATI' October ll, 1978 
TO Wendell R. Gwinn 
SEA-AR 
Stillwater Hydraulic Laboratory 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
At the wrap-up of the combined SCS/SEA-AR meeting last week, I promised 
to send you information on Froudc Number distribution in the SAF basin 
designs we have executed. This information follows. Note that these 
designs include many performed for study purposes. Thus we cannot 
separate out tho.se designs selected for either actual work plans or 
actual construction. 
FROUDE NUMBER OF DESIGNS NUMBER EXECUTED 
0 - 10 16 
10+ - 20 44 
20+ - 30 87 
30+ - 40 98 
40+ - 50 32 
SO+ 
- 60 34 
60+ - 70 32 
70+ - 80 9 
80+ - 90 27 
90+ -100 10 
100+ -200 43 
200+ -300 2 
434 
These designs were executed from 3/74 through 6/78. The Froude number 
definition is 
I hope this information is helpful. 
s:<::::::..> / .~GO .. ~. 
?_-, /'/ -1' /("?,' j a//?-~'~..:~ 
. ,.-
Edwin S. Alling, Head, / 
Design Unit, Design Branch ~ 
Engineering Division 
cc: David C. Ralston, Chief, Design Branch 
Figure 58. Correspondence from SCS Indicating !lumber of 
Computer Design2 Prepared f~r SAF Basins of 
Different (Flo) , Where Flo Equals the F 
in the Correspondence · 
APPENDIX B 
AVERAGE CENTERLINE WATER SURFACE 
PROFILES AND CENTERLINE 
' 
DEPOSITION PROFILE 
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Flo = 8.0, W = 24.75 x Dlo 
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Figure 62. Centerline Water Surface Profile and Deposition Profile 
for Flo = 8.0~ w = 9.75 x 01 0 
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APPENDIX C 
MAXIMUM SCOUR CONTOUR MAPS 
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Figure 63. t1aximum Scour Contour t·1ap After 
Testing at Flo= 4.0, W = 24.75 x 
Dlo, o5o = 7.85 ~~ (0.0258 ft) 
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Figure 64. t1aximum Scour Contour ~1ap After 
Testing at Flo = 4.0, W = 24.75 
x Dlo, 050 = 5.65 mm (0.0185 ft) 
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Figure 65 .. Maximum Scour Contour Map After 
Testing at Flo = 4.0, W = 24.75 
x 01 0, 050 = 3.45 mm (0.0113 ft) 
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Figure 66. Maximum Scour Contour Map After Testing 
at Fl 0 = 4.0, w = 9.75 x 01 0, D50 = 7.85 
mm (0.0258 ft) 
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Figure 67. Maximum Scour Contour Map After Testing 
at Flo= 4.0, w = 9.75 x 01 0, 050 = 
5.65 mm (0.0185 ft) 
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Figure 68. Maximum Scour Contour Map After Testing 
at Flo = 4.0, W = 9.75 x Dlo, 050 = 
3.45 mm (0.0113 ft) 
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Figure 69. t·1aximum Scour Contour t1ap After Testing at Flo= 8.0, W = 24.75 x 01 0 , 050 = 7.85 mm (0.0253 ft) --' N 
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Figure 70. Maximum Scour Contour Map After Testing at Fl 0 = 8.0, W = 9.75 x 01 0, 
050 = 7.35 mm (0.0258 ft) 
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Figure 71. Maximum Scour Contour Map After Testing at Flo= 8.0, W = 9.75 x 01 0, 
050 = 5.65 mm (0.0185 ft) 
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APPENDIX D 
NONDIMENSIONAL LENGTH OR DEPTH OF SCOUR 
AS A FUNCTION OF ROCK SIZE FOR 
SPECIFIED POSITIONS IN THE 
DOWNSTREAM CHANNEL 
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Figure 73. Nondimensional Depth of Scour at Position 1 
as a Function of 050/01 0 
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Figure 74. Nondimensional Depth of Scour at Position 2 as 
a Function of 050/01 0 N 
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Figure 75. Nondimensional Depth of Scour at Position 4 as a 
Function of 050/01 0 
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